
ESSAY STRUCTURES &
DIFFERENT TYPES OF

ESSAYS
Reviewing the foundations of different types of academic and

professional essays you may encounter in College Composition

1. The Descriptive Essay

The descriptive essay is a genre of essay
that asks the student to describe
something—object, person, place,
experience, emotion, situation, etc.
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THE FOUR
(most popular) TYPES OF ESSAYS



2. The Narrative (or Personal) Essay
When writing a narrative essay, one might think of it
as telling a story. These essays are often anecdotal,
experiential, and personal, where in the writer tells a
story about a real-life experience. While telling a
story may sound easy to do, the narrative essay
challenges students to think and write about
themselves. When writing a narrative essay, writers
should try to involve the reader by making the story
as vivid as possible. The fact that narrative essays are
usually written in the first person helps engage the
reader. “I” sentences give readers a feeling of being
part of the story. A well-crafted narrative essay will
also build towards drawing a conclusion or making a
personal statement.



3. The Expository Essay

Expository writing's main purpose is to explain. The expository
essay is an informative piece of writing that presents a balanced
analysis of a topic. In an expository essay, the writer explains or
defines a topic, using facts, statistics, and examples. Expository
writing encompasses a wide range of essay variations, such as
the comparison and contrast essay, the cause and effect essay,
and the “how to” or process essay. Because expository essays
are based on facts and not personal feelings, writers don’t reveal
their emotions or write in the first person.



4. The Argumentative Essay

The argumentative essay is a genre of writing that requires the writer to
investigate a topic; collect, generate, and evaluate evidence; and
establish a position on the topic in a concise manner. Doing detailed
research allows the student to learn about the topic and to understand
different points of view regarding the topic so that she/he may choose
a position and support it with the evidence collected during research.

Regardless of the amount or type of research involved, argumentative
essays must establish a clear argument/position and follow sound
reasoning. More on argumentative essays can be found          but here
are some important points:

The argumentative essay often requires a fair amount of pre-writing
(invention) and planning
Argumentative Essays usually involve lengthy, detailed research of
literature or previously published material, and may also require
empirical research where the writer collects data through interviews,
surveys, observations, or experiments.
The structure of the argumentative essay is held together a clear,
concise, and defined thesis statement that occurs in the first
paragraph of the essay.

here

https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/general_writing/academic_writing/essay_writing/argumentative_essays.html


ESSAY STRUCTURE
In order for your argument to be persuasive, it must use an
organizational structure that the audience perceives as both logical
and easy to parse. Three argumentative methods—the Toulmin
Method, Classical Method, and Rogerian Method—give guidance for
how to organize the points in an argument. For the most part, many of
you will be employing the Classical (or Aristotelian) Method…although
you are welcome to explore other structuring modes as well…click     
              to read about the other two popular methods.

By its very nature, an argument paper is supposed to persuade. This
means that in writing an argument paper, we have three entities to
worry about. These can be visualized as sides a triangle.

here

Internal consistency of the
message itself, the clarity of its
claim, whether it contradicts
itself, whether it uses strong
supporting evidence.We can
think of it as “logic” or “logical
appeal.”

Ethos refers to the credibility of
the writer. Can be a writer’s
reputation in the field, but also
how honest the writing is. Are you
hiding behind words? How do you
treat opposing ideas? (Also
physical presentation,
appearance of work)

LOGOS:  ETHOS: 

PATHOS: 

Pathos refers to “suffering,” like the word “empathy.”
How to make the reader open to your message,
engaging the reader emotionally, “hooking” him in,
making him see your beliefs, values, understanding

https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/general_writing/academic_writing/establishing_arguments/organizing_your_argument.html


Many people have heard of the rhetorical concepts of logos, ethos, and
pathos even if they do not necessarily know what they fully mean.
These three terms, along with kairos, were used by Aristotle to help
explain how rhetoric functions.  One of the most famous rhetorical
strategies from Aristotle’s On Rhetoric, is what he coined as "The four
major rhetorical appeals": ethos (credibility), logos (logic), pathos
(emotion), and kairos (time). 

Logos is frequently translated as some variation of “logic or reasoning,”--it is an
appeal to logic. This is the way a speaker appeals to the audience through
practicality and hard evidence.

You can develop logos by presenting data and statistics, and by crafting a clear
claim with a logically-sequenced argument.

ETHOS

LOGOS

Ethos is frequently translated as some variation of “credibility or trustworthiness,”
This is the way a speaker (or writer) presents herself to the audience.

You can build credibility by citing professional sources, using content-specific
language, and by showing evidence of your ethical, knowledgeable
background.

PATHOS
Pathos is frequently translated as some variation of “emotional appeal,” but it
originally referred to the elements of a speech that appealed to any of an
audience’s sensibilities. This is the way a speaker appeals to the audience
through emotion, pity, or passions. The idea is usually to evoke and strengthen
feelings already present within the audience.

This can be achieved through story- telling, vivid imagery, and an impassioned
voice.

KAIROS
Kairos is a term that refers to the elements of a speech that acknowledge and
draw support from the particular setting, time, and place that a speech occurs.
Though not as commonly known as logos, ethos, and pathos, the term kairos has
been receiving wider renewed attention among teachers of composition since the
mid-1980s. It refers to the way a speaker appeals to the audience through notions
of time. It is also considered to be the appropriate or opportune time for a speaker
to insert herself into a conversation or discourse, using the three appeals listed
above.

A Kairotic appeal can be made through calls to immediate action, presenting an
opportunity as temporary, and by describing a specific moment as propitious or
ideal.

These strategies are not only used in essay writing, but in any project that
involves persuasion.

A perfect modern-day example of this would be a car commercial:

 The commercial opens with images of a family driving a brand-new car through
rugged, forested terrain, over large rocks, past waterfalls, and finally to a serene
camping spot near a tranquil lake surrounded by giant redwood trees. The scene
cuts to shots of the interior of the car, showing off its technological capacities and
its impressive spaciousness. A voiceover announces that not only has this car won
numerous awards over its competitors but that it is also priced considerably lower
than comparable models, while getting better gas mileage. “But don’t wait,” the
voiceover says excitedly, “current lessees pay 0% APR financing for 12 months.”

In just a few moments, this commercial has shown masterful use of all four
appeals. The commercial utilizes pathos by appealing to our romantic notions of
family, escape, and the great outdoors. The commercial develops ethos by listing
its awards, and it appeals to our logical tendencies (logos) by pointing out we will
save money immediately because the car is priced lower than its competitors, as
well as in the long run because of its higher MPG rate. Finally, the commercial
provides an opportune and propitious moment (kairos) for its targeted audience
to purchase a car immediately.

Depending on the nature of the text, argument, or conversation, one appeal will
likely become most dominant, but rhetoric is generally most effective when the
speaker or writer draws on multiple appeals to work in conjunction with one
another.



COMPONENTS & STRUCTURE

The classical argument is made up of five components,
which are most commonly composed in the following order:

1.) Exordium: The introduction/opening/ ‘hook’
Some popular ways to accomplish this involve using: A Quotation, a
rhetorical question, an anecdote, and ultimately a thesis statement

2.) Narratio: The context of background of the topic—provides the
readers with the necessary facts or history of the situation in order to
follow the argument

3.) Explicatio: Defines terms and explains issues

4.) Proposito: States the proposition or particular issue that is to be
proven

5.) Partitio: The claim/stance of the writer on the argument (THESIS)

6.) Confirmatio: Positive proof that supports and develops the thesis

7.) Refutatio: Refutation of the opposing arguments (or negative
proofs) to support the writer’s stance

8.) Peroratio: Summarizes the arguments and sometimes urges the
audience to action (aka the conclusion)

For more explanation on these components, click here

https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/general_writing/academic_writing/historical_perspectives_on_argumentation/classical_argument.html


While reading Harari's "Big Data, Google, and the End of Free Will"
keep these rhetorical strategies in mind and decide what "type" of
essay Harari has written and see if you can identify when he uses

any of the above terms.

Try bring at least one of these things up in your
Reading Discussion Board!


